For over two decades the exposure of paper heritage collections to outdoor and indoor generated gaseous pollutants has been perceived as an important threat to their preservation. Following explicit or implicit advise from conservation science, many archives, libraries and museums have implemented special chemical filtration units to prevent possible pollution induced damage. The most abundant, potentially harmful, indoor generated pollutant found in paper loaded storage rooms is acetic acid. Acids are known to promote the chemical degradation of cellulose, the major constituent of paper. These combined facts make clear why acetic acid has received much attention by conservation science as a prime suspect pollutant causing paper degradation. However, new experimental evidence contradicts the claim that acetic acid in typical storage situations causes significant damage to paper heritage. In this study a mathematical model is presented that expresses our understanding of the causal chain of processes connecting acetic acid exposure to paper damage. The model simply combines existing partial models describing (1) the transfer of acetic acid through air, (2) the pH response of paper and (3) the kinetics of acid-catalyzed hydrolytic depolymerization. The model makes apparent that the impact of acetic acid on archival and library collections is rather limited and poses an insignificant risk and as such requires a re-evaluation of existing data.
Introduction

Concerns
Libraries and archives are increasingly concerned about the possible negative impact of indoor air pollutants on the permanence of their collections. The harmful effects on paper of some gaseous pollutant species identified in archive and library storage rooms have been demonstrated for artificial high temperatures and humidities in various laboratory experiments [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . These experiments, often performed at elevated temperatures, have shown that exposure to gaseous pollutants at artificially high concentrations results in embrittlement and yellowing of paper. Moreover, gas monitoring techniques with low detection limits have become affordable in the last decade so that cultural heritage institutions have performed more frequently indoor air quality campaigns and have become more aware of the range of gaseous components present in the atmosphere of their repositories [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Confronted with such facts, managers, curators and conservators are pressed to take action to reduce the indoor concentration of pollutants. Unfortunately, air pollution control strategies, like the application of chemical filters in the air conditioning systems of repositories, generate significant financial and environmental costs [23] .
Acetic acid
In this study acetic acid was selected as a prime suspect model pollutant from the wide variety of pollutants found typically in the air of repositories, based both on its chemical reactivity and its abundance. The majority of the gaseous pollutants to which paper collections are exposed are considered essentially inert. Only a handful of gaseous substances are described in conservation literature to induce chemical reactions in paper [14] . These pollutants can be subdivided into outdoor generated and indoor generated gases. The effect of the outdoor generated pollutants sulfur-dioxide, nitrogen-oxides and ozone on paper has been studied extensively with accelerated aging laboratory experiments [1-3, 5, 6, 24-27] . Nevertheless, thanks to both policies of outdoor pollution reduction and policies of improvement of the energy efficiency of buildings by reducing the fresh air intake, the typical concentration of such gases in repositories has declined below 5 ppb for sulphur dioxide and ozone and 15 ppb for nitrogen dioxide [28] . Probably as a consequence the focus of conservation research shifted in the last 15 years to investigate the indoor generated pollutants methanal (formaldehyde), ethanoic (acetic) and methanoic (formic) acid [4, 7-11, 16, 29-36] . Indoor emission of formaldehyde from urea-formaldehyde bonded products like fiberboard has been studied thoroughly in connection to human health. The relevance to paper decay is probably small because chemical reactivity is limited in absence of oxidants [9, 37, 38] and concentrations found in archival storage rooms are below 10 ppb [16] . In contrast to the pollutants discussed above, the two carboxylic acids formic and acetic acid are typically found in storage rooms containing paper at concentration levels up to respectively 70 ppb and 150 ppb [14, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22] . In some special situations containing non-paper emitting sources in closed cabinets, higher concentration levels have been reported [39, 40] . Both acids are generated by oxidative and hydrolytic reactions in organic materials like wood and paper [41] [42] [43] . If absorbed by less acidic paper materials they might promote chemical decay by catalyzing hydrolysis of cellulose. The transfer of chemically reactive volatile components from certain collection objects to others is commonly referred to as cross-contamination. The laboratory-derived experimental evidences of the detrimental effect of acetic acid in typical archival conditions is nevertheless contradictory. Menart and co-authors [10] extrapolating data collected at an intermediate concentration (1000 ppb) and temperature (60, 70 and 80 °C) in a set-up with continuous gas flushing, which guarantees the attainment of equilibrium between the concentration of the gas in air and in the paper, conclude that "the effect (of acetic acid) in typical archival environments is limited and in some cases insignificant". On the other side in a modified Oddy test for plastic materials performed at 80 °C and for 14 days, acetic acid has been shown to depolymerize pure cellulose paper [44] . In a similar set-up based on the investigation of the impact of historic storage materials on the carbonyl group content and the weight average molar mass of two types of paper, Becker and co-authors [11] conclude that "the mutual evaluation of formic acid and acetic acid is able to explain increased deterioration despite VOC emissions that are seemingly low at first sight". Prompted by these contradictory evidences we have searched for indications of acetic acid damage on studies examining directly archival collections.
Identical books
Few investigators have tried to obtain direct evidence of pollution damage by comparing near identical paper objects stored under different pollutant exposure conditions for long times. This field study approach has proven cumbersome. An important early study [45] of identical copies of books stored at the New York Public Library and the Dutch National Library (Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Den Haag) revealed large differences with respect to brittleness and yellowing. The significantly worse condition of the New York copies was originally attributed primarily to locally higher concentrations of air pollutants. In retrospect however, their differences can very well be understood to result solely from exposure to higher temperatures and higher humidity levels in New York. As a rule of thumb, "every five degree drop in temperature doubles the lifetime" [46] . More recent comparative field studies [47, 48] show rather similar paper characteristics for identical papers despite different air pollution exposure conditions. This lack of direct evidence for actual pollutant damage motivated us to develop a theoretical model of the interaction of acetic acid on paper under typical archival conditions.
Emission modeling
In order to predict emission and absorption of volatiles by solid materials from limited emission chamber experimental data, distinct theoretical approaches have been developed. Pseudo steady state theories describe volatiles behavior in terms of absorption and emission rates [49] , or transfer coefficients [50, 51] . Spatial dynamic theories describe the time dependence of spatial concentration profiles within materials with diffusion models [52, 53] . The apparent incompatibility of these distinct approaches is a source of confusion and has created difficulty in the comparison and interpretation of emission data.
The emission and absorption dynamics of volatile organic compounds by material objects into their environments across time scales ranging from hours to centuries is the result of the interplay of several processes. These are: (1) the introduction during manufacturing or chemical formation over time of a specific volatile compound, (2) internal diffusion, (3) surface evaporation/ absorption and (4) ventilation (external convective transport). It can be shown mathematically (see Appendix 1) that the proposed theories can all be derived from a single unified emission model. Their differences are the result of distinct simplifying approximations and should not be seen as opposing ideas about the underlaying mechanisms.
Emission modeling in the context of long term preservation of paper heritage in libraries and archives needs to take into account the behavior of volatiles at rather long time scales of decades or centuries. However, all models mentioned above are developed to fit and extrapolate short term behavior of materials as it can be determined from emission chamber experiments that last days or weeks. The problem with this approach is that short term behavior is primarily determined by resistances within a system, whereas long term behavior is determined by equilibration properties. Another specific modeling difficulty in the context of libraries and archives is the large amounts of non-uniform paper objects. Accurate specification of geometries and other variables at the individual object level is impractical. Within the context of libraries and archives all theoretical approaches mentioned above are inapplicable due to these problems. In the present article we therefore alternatively model the uptake of acetic acid by paper with a simple equilibrium between paper and air. Acetic acid is typically present in paper and as a result of an equilibration process some paper objects that contain higher acetic acid concentrations will release acetic acid and cross-contaminate others.
Although assertive claims have been made to suggest that paper acidifies over time as a result of natural aging [42] and as such would give rise to gradually increasing emissions of acetic acid, there is no evidence to suggest that this happens at a significant rate in ambient conditions. Emission behavior such as reported by Ramalho [34] should not be understood to provide evidence of acetic acid production, as emission is not necessarily due to production. Thermal aging of paper yields significant amounts of acetic acid. This observation has been confirmed in some laboratory studies. For an overview see Jablonský [54] . However, it is unlikely that these conclusions obtained from model systems in laboratory studies can be extrapolated to typical storage situations. A multi temperature study by Baranski [55] indicates a diminishing rate of acetic acid production in paper towards ambient conditions. Also, none of the field studies that we know of do support the acidification claim. For example, a long term repeated study into the condition of books in the Netherlands [56] did not reveal any change in pH over time. Pedersoli [57] analyzed books of different age and found that the acetic acid content is flat with the age. No increase with the age of the book was observed. These findings are in accordance with Zou [58] who observed no significant acid production during natural aging of paper. In conclusion, irrespective of the specific chemical processes that give rise to the presence of acetic acid, the impact of airborne acetic acid is sufficiently modeled by assuming constant acetic acid concentrations within storage rooms.
Pathway model
Our pathway model is composed of three major blocks. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the model structure. The first block describes the cross-contamination process in which exposure to a given concentration of gaseous acetic acid results in an uptake by the paper. We depart from the dose approach and propose an equilibration model between acetic acid in air and in the paper characterized by the partition coefficient. The second block describes the effect of the absorbed acetic acid on the acidity of the paper. As the pH of the paper is well defined only for the paper extract, which is the mixture of a definite volume of water with a definite mass of macerated paper, this block describes the pH shift of the extract upon absorption of acetic acid. The pH shift is found by calculating the new acid-base equilibrium in the extract. The third block describes the de-polymerization given the calculated pH-shift. Here we use a well established Arrhenius type model of paper degradation which depends on the pH, on the water content and on the temperature.
Cross-contamination
Conservators often observe discolorations where a given paper has been in contact with other low grade material, such as newsprint paper. This fact suggests a transfer of degrading volatile components. It can be inferred that similar cross-contamination processes might also occur across larger distances. In such cases some low grade items act as emissive objects, typically emitting acetic acid, and other items as absorbing objects. The concentration of the acetic acid in air is expected to be higher close to the sources and to depend on the number of emissive versus absorbing objects, on their acetic acid content and on the air ventilation patterns within the room. This picture is complicated by the fact that archives contain a wide variety of not well-defined materials under many different possible geometries. Instead of attempting to model such a complex situation we have decided to take a worst case approach. We disregard how the acetic acid concentration in air arises and look only at the absorbing objects. These are assumed to be in equilibrium with a constant acetic acid concentration of 150 ppb in air, which has been taken as the highest measured concentration reported for paper repositories [14, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22] . This is a worst case approach because for books and stacked papers the content of acetic acid is in reality limited by the slow diffusion in paper. The time needed for acetic acid to diffuse through the whole thickness of a book has been estimated of the order of centuries based on measurements of acetic acid equilibration within the page of a book with an SPME probe [57] . Similar results have been found for the diffusion of acetic acid through roll films [59] . The equilibrium approach in a repository is therefore equivalent to imagining that a library collection is not composed of books or stacked papers but of single sheets freely exposed to the surrounding air. In this case the acetic acid content of the absorbing objects is described by the partition coefficient, which expresses the ratio of the concentration of acetic acid in paper at the equilibrium to the concentration of acetic acid in air.
The paper/air partition coefficient of acetic acid has been shown not to depend significantly on the paper type and its average value has been determined to be [57] :
The paper/air partition coefficient can also be estimated from the published value of the Henry coefficient of acetic acid expressed as concentration ratio K H cc and from the equilibrium moisture content of paper EMC.
The Henry coefficient expressed as concentration ratio was calculated with the values reported by Servant [60] and measured at gaseous concentration of 1 ppm, close to the concentration used in this work. The EMC of paper at 20 °C and 50% RH is estimated equal to 0.085 [61] . The resulting value for p HAc est is 1.9 × 10 4 , in good agreement with the measured value.
pH-shift
The absorption of gaseous acetic acid will cause a shift in the pH of the absorbing objects. This shift will depend on the initial pH of the paper and on the specific acid and alkaline species present. Both of them have large
variations within paper collections. Paper generally contains a mixture of moderately strong acids like sulphonic and uronic acid [58, 62] , weak acids and various alkaline substances. Such mixtures are expected to buffer the pH change induced by the absorption of acetic acid. Again, instead of modeling this complex situation we model the paper as composed of a single strong, fully dissociated acid or base. This simplified paper model will not be able to buffer the absorption of gaseous acids as well as real papers will do and therefore represents another worst case assumption. The pH of paper can not be measured in dry paper directly, but is well characterized by measuring the pH of a cold aqueous extract of the paper following a standard procedure [63] slightly adapted by [64] . We can predict the pH shift of the aqueous extract after absorption of acetic acid by adapting the calculation of acid-base titration curves as explained in standard text books [65] ) and for water
).
Although this expression can not be easily solved explicitly, further modeling is straightforward by using a numerical inversion. Different pH response curves for different initial pH 0 starting values are shown in Fig. 2 convenience, the secondary horizontal axis displays the acetic acid exposure concentration in air corresponding to the uptake concentration in the paper extract solution.
In the range of acetic acid concentrations expected in
De-polymerization
The strength of paper correlates with the average degree of polymerization (DP) of the cellulose polymers constituting the paper matrix. The predominant type of chemical reactions leading to loss of DP is hydrolysis. These hydrolytic chain scission reactions are partly catalyzed by hydronium ions. Lower pH levels induced by the absorption of acetic acid will therefore enhance the rate of cellulose de-polymerization. A quantitative model for paper de-polymerization including both acid catalyzed and acid independent hydrolysis has been established by [66, 67] and has been confirmed by other investigators [55, 68] . The model proposed by Zou is based on the Ekenstam equation [69] which describes the change of the numberaverage degree of polymerization DP(t) as:
where k is the relative rate of glucosidic bond breakage. Zou and co-authors [66] have shown that the temperature dependence of k has an Arrhenius form even when the aging process of paper involves multiple reactions and has proposed in this case a form for the apparent frequency factor and for the activation energy. The apparent frequency factor is composed of three terms, a first term associated to not hydrolysis reactions, a second term associated to hydrolysis reactions and proportional to the moisture content of the paper and a third term associated to acid catalyzed hydrolysis type of reactions and proportional to both moisture content and hydrogen ion concentration. that is to say only if pH < 4.5. This model therefore predicts that only for papers with pH smaller than 4.5 the acid content will play a role in determining the rate of degradation. The equilibrium moisture concentration [H 2 O](−) is expressed as a mass fraction of the mass of water content over the dry mass of paper. The equilibrium moisture concentration of paper is related to the relative humidity RH (%) in the air through the moisture absorption isotherm. For the sake of simplicity we will assume a linear moisture absorption isotherm characterized by a slope α(−). The value of α = 0.17 has been estimated from the desorption moisture isotherm published in [61] chapter 4. By assuming that the moisture content and the shifted pH of paper are constant in time and combining Eqs. 4-6 we get:
pH-DP evolution diagram
Combining the expression for the pH-shift (Eq. 3) with the expression for the degree of polymerization over time (Eq. 7) and solving numerically allows to predict the evolution in time of the degree of polymerization for a given exposure level of acetic acid at constant temperature and relative humidity. In agreement with common time horizons used in the risk analysis approach [70, 71] we have chosen to depict the de-polymerization up to a time range of 100 years. Since acetic acid concentrations for paper loaded storage rooms have been reported to have values up to 150 ppb [17] , we have chosen to calculate DP changes for this high level in comparison to DP changes for papers unexposed to acetic acid. Figure 3 shows the DP change for a neutral (pH = 7) paper aging at constant RH and temperature (50% RH and 20 °C respectively) and exposed or not to 150 ppb of acetic acid. The depolymerization due to 100 years of exposure of a neutral paper to 150 ppb is estimated to be only 2% higher than the natural de-polymerization under the same temperature and relative humidity conditions. Figure 4 shows a comparison of predicted pH and DP evolution over 100 years for 9 papers, unexposed (circles) and exposed (disks) to 150 ppb of acetic acid, all with an initial DP of 3000 and different initial pH values ranging 3-11. Due to equilibration with 150 ppb acetic acid their pH values shift as indicated by the curved arrows (7) DP(t) = 1
on the 0 years line. For papers with initial pH 3-5 and 9-11 the model predicts a negligible shift (the disks are surrounded by the circles), while the shift is predicted to be relevant for papers with initial pH in the range 6-8. Their DP will decrease in time (colored vertical arrows) and after 100 years of exposure their final DP is found on the 100 years curve (disks on the 100 years line). This final DP can be compared with the DP they would have reached if they would have aged at the same RH and temperature but without acetic acid exposure (circles on the 100 years line). The model predicts a negligible DP difference for samples with initial pH 3-5 and 9-11 and a DP difference of at most 2% for samples with initial pH in the range 6-8.
Consistency with artificial aging data
Our understanding of the slow degradation processes of paper due to air pollutants would improve substantially if direct positive evidence from long term field studies would be available. Unfortunately, direct evidence from long term natural aging studies does not exist. Therefore we are forced to compare our predictions with accelerated aging results. Menart and co-workers [8] have Fig. 3 Predicted DP change for a neutral paper exposed or not exposed to 150 ppb of acetic acid Fig. 4 Predicted depolymerization in 100 years of papers with different initial pH, unexposed (circles) and exposed (disks) to 150 ppb of acetic acid. RH = 50% and T = 20 °C published experimental data on the depolymerization of 4 types of papers exposed to 1000 ppb of acetic acid at 80 °C and 45% RH for 1 week. For one of the samples, a bleached pulp paper containing calcium-carbonate CaCo 3 , the authors measured both for the exposed and not exposed case an increase of the degree of polymerization, which of course can not be predicted with our model neither is explained by the authors. We have therefore limited our analysis below to the three samples actually showing loss of degree of polymerization. Table 1 reports along with the initial paper acidity pH 0 and initial degree of polymerization DP 0 of the samples, the final degree of polymerization measured experimentally and predicted by our model in the case of no exposure to acetic acid DP The relative change between the predicted and experimental data both in the case of natural de-polymerization and in the case of exposure to acetic acid ranges between 2 and 8%.
Discussion and conclusion
The good agreement between the predicted and experimental de-polymerization without exposure to acetic acid at high temperature gives confidence that the Zou model describes well the degradation of a wide range of papers. The good agreement between the predicted and experimental de-polymerization with exposure to acetic acid at high temperature gives confidence that a simple model for the composition of the paper and the following predicted pH shift upon acetic acid absorption are sufficient to predict the effect of this volatile acid on paper degradation. When applied at room temperature our model predicts an added de-polymerization due to 100 years of exposure to acetic acid at 150 ppb, which is the highest acetic acid level reported in the literature for a library storage, of the order of 2%. We believe that for real objects the added degradation will be smaller than this modeled value because diffusion of acetic acid in the bulk of the objects will be a rate limiting process, and because real papers should be expected to exhibit significant buffering action against pH change. The causal model developed here allows us to conclude that the impact of acetic acid and any other acid gases on paper degradation in a library or archive is limited and that neither the use of chemical filters to reduce acetic acid concentration in air nor the separate storage of acidic paper items are necessary preventive conservation measures in a library or archive. Although we consider comparative studies of actual collection materials and their environments to be essential for conservation science, we conclude that future field studies dedicated to find evidence of acid air pollutant damage are unlikely to succeed.
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Appendices
Unified emission model
Although diffusion, evaporation, convection and equilibration processes are understood to fundamentally govern the transport physics of volatiles in materials and their environment, the full integration of these laws into predictive models is mathematically difficult. As a practical alternative, empirical models have been developed [72, 73] to describe and predict the sorption behavior of volatiles. The common element in these models is the description of volatile/material interaction in terms of mass transfer coefficients. Volatile emission behavior of materials as observed in flow chamber experiments is well described by the Hoetjer equation. (In order to facilitate comparison with his publication we use the notation of [72] here). This equation can be rewritten in a reciprocal form.
In standard test series, after waiting several hours, the stationary concentration of the volatile c g is measured in a chamber loaded with the emissive material with surface area A per chamber volume V while the air exchange rate N is set to a constant level. The observed pseudo steady-state concentration is found to be inverse proportional to the air exchange rate. The material emission behavior is then characterized by an equilibrium concentration c e found by extrapolating to zero the exchange air rate and by an the overall mass transfer coefficient k og found from the slope of the reciprocal form. It is often implicitly assumed that the transfer coefficient k og and equilibrium concentration c e thus obtained from short term chamber experiments are time independent material parameters that can be used to predict long term emission behavior. However, there is no justification for such an extrapolation. Below we will derive how both parameters depend on fundamental material properties and that these coefficients are time dependent. It will be shown that the Hoetjer equation can be explained by diffusion physics.
We will model the emitting material as a semi infinite coated solid with surface area A and coating permeance K placed in a well mixed chamber with volume V and air exchange rate N. Within the material a time dependent concentration profile C(x, t) will develop as a result of (1) diffusion within the material, (2) evaporation from the surface, (3) equilibration at the surface and convective transport into the chamber and (4) air exchange of the chamber. Diffusion of the volatile within the material is described by the diffusion law with diffusion coefficient D.
The appropriate boundary condition can be found by adapting a standard surface evaporation boundary condition (see [74] ) to include the partition coefficient p describing the equilibrium at the the surface between solid and gas phase and equating the mass flow leaving the bulk material Φ m with the mass flow through the coating Φ c into the chamber with the mass flow leaving the chamber NVc g (t).
where K is the surface permeance. The last equation can be used to eliminate c g (t).
This then gives the expression for the boundary condition.
Further assuming a starting condition of a constant concentration level in the material the solution is given by [74] for the semi-infinite medium with surface evaporation boundary condition.
where C 0 is the concentration in the medium that would be in equilibrium with the remote atmosphere, in this case C 0 = 0. The concentration C 2 is the initial concentration in the solid. Now slightly rewriting the erfc() function gives where the parameter h now reflects the adapted boundary condition.
By substituting solution (16) at x = 0 into (12) we obtain an expression for the chamber concentration c g (t) as a function of time.
It is interesting to compare this expression with the Hoetjer model by exploring the limiting behavior in different ways. In the limit of zero diffusion resistance (D → ∞), both the exponential and the error function in (11)
Eq. (18) reduce to unity, giving a simple time independent expression for the chamber concentration.
By equating the starting concentration C 2 /p with the Hoetjer equilibrium concentration c e and the surface permeance K with the Hoetjer mass transfer coefficient k og we see that this limiting expression corresponds to the familiar Hoetjer Eq. (8) . The absence of time dependence is due to the fact that a semi-infinite medium was used for modeling.
Another comparison can be made by converting into the reciprocal form 1/c g (t) and developing into a Taylor expansion with respect exchange rate N.
The factor between brackets corresponds to the reciprocal mass transfer coefficient in the Hoetjer equation.
The two terms in this expression reflect how the experimentally observed overall mass transfer resistance 1/k og is the sum of the resistance of the coating 1/K and the internal diffusion resistance of the material. In case of low diffusion resistance (D → ∞) the transfer coefficient k og corresponds to a coating permeance K. In cases where internal diffusion resistance dominates, we see that the mass transfer coefficient is clearly time dependent.
It can be concluded that the mass transfer coefficient is not a true material constant, but a transient property whose value will depend on the actual concentration profile in a material.
Calculation of pH-shift
To model the pH-shift of paper in response to an uptake of a specific amount of acetic acid we assume the initial pH of paper to result from a single fully dissociated acid or base. Here below we will derive the formula for the pH-shift (Eq. 3 in the text) for alkaline papers, the equation for acid papers can be solved following the same (19) ] 0 which is measured in the water extract by macerating 1 g of paper in 70 mL of a 0.1 M NaCl water solution [63, 64] . After addition of a given amount of acetic acid the hydronium ion concentration will change to a new value [H 3 O + ] which is as well measured in the water extract.
This process is equivalent to titrating a volume V A of a weak acid at initial molar concentration A 0 by adding a volume V B of a strong base at molar concentration B and is solved in standard textbooks [61] , p. 299]:
The equation can in our case be further simplified taking into account that the volume of acetic acid V HAc added to the water extract and equivalent to a certain concentration in air c air is given by:
where c HAc,p (g cm −3 ) is the concentration of acetic acid in the paper, M p is the mass of paper in the extract (1 g), d HAc is the density of acetic acid (1.049 g cm ) and d p is the average density of paper (0.8 g cm
−3
). For concentrations of acetic acid in air ranging from 100 to 10,000 ppb this volume ranges from 7 × 10 −6 to 7 × 10 −4 mL and it is therefore negligible in comparison with the total volume of the water extract (70 mL). This implies that neither the concentration of the base nor the total volume of the extract change relevantly during the titration process and that therefore Eq. (23) Substituting (26) in the modified titration formula (25) and solving for the concentration acetic acid C Ac we obtain the implicit formula for the pH-shift (Eq. 3 in the text).
Acetic acid titration of paper extracts
The pH-shift behaviour of three rather different papers was characterized by measuring the pH of their extracts according to a modified cold extraction method [63, 64] while adding acetic acid. Measurements were done under constant stirring and nitrogen gas purging using a Metrohm 827 pH meter with a combined glass microelectrode. Volumes of acetic acid prepared from a 0.1 M solution (Titrisol ® , Merck) corresponding to gaseous concentrations ranging from 0 to 10,000 ppb were added to the paper extract using a micro-pipette and the pH was measured after an equilibration time of few minutes. Three papers of different composition and different initial pH were tested: a Canon Olé alkaline office paper, Whatman filter cellulose No. 1 and an historic wood pulp paper, dating 1908. Each measurement was repeated in duplicate. Figure 5 shows the averaged measurements together with the theoretically predicted pH shifts calculated with Eq. 3. In all cases the actual pH shift is much smaller than the predicted pH. This confirms that actual paper samples have a stronger buffering action and that the simplifications made in the development of the present model are worst case approximations. 
